Fresh Eggs!
Solve

name
Multiplication and division to 100 (3.OA.A.3)

Draw a picture or write an equation for each problem.

1. Chet loads 7 green egg baskets into his
truck. Each green basket holds 6 eggs.
How many eggs in all are in green baskets?
_______ eggs

Eggs

6. Mrs. Willa knows 1 egg has 6 grams of
protein. Chet brings her 2 fresh eggs every
day. How many grams of protein is Chet
delivering each day to Mrs. Willa?
______ eggs

2. Chet evenly sorts 28 eggs into 4 blue
baskets. How many eggs are in each
blue basket?
_______ eggs

7. Early each morning Chet delivers 10 eggs
to Pedro’s home for his family’s breakfast.
Each family member eats 2 eggs. How
many people are in Pedro’s family?
_______ eggs

Apple Orchard. The egg tray holds 64 eggs.
The tray has 8 equal rows. How many eggs
are in each row?
_______ eggs

4. Chet’s first stop is at Yolk’s Breakfast Bar.
He delivers 7 baskets of eggs with 9 eggs
in each basket. How many eggs does
he deliver?
_______ eggs

5. Marla ordered eggs to make 4 omelets.
She uses 6 eggs in each omelet. How
many eggs did Marla order?
_______ eggs
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8. Each week the workers at Cluck’s Feed
Store place an order for 54 eggs. 9 workers
share the eggs equally. How many eggs
does each worker get?
_______ eggs

9. Chet delivers 6 eggs to Mr. Peet each week.
He delivers 3 times as many eggs to Mr.
Beak. How many eggs does Mr. Beak get?
_______ eggs

10. Chet has 48 eggs left on his truck. He
has 6 more stops to make. If he delivers
the same number of eggs at each stop,
how many eggs will that be?
_______ eggs
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3. Each week Chet fills an egg tray for Abby’s

Fresh Eggs!

Answer Key
1. 42 eggs
2. 7 eggs
3. 8 eggs
4. 63 eggs
5. 24 eggs
6. 12 grams
7. 5 people
8. 6 eggs
9. 18 eggs
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10. 8 eggs
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